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Information Visitors who are in the Guests group cannot leave comments on this
publication. What is this film? Liftoffa, yesterday at 10:21. Recommend a movie. Today I
watched the movie Toumi Zul with my friends. I think it's a hardcore indie movie. How
about yours? I love Indonesian films. I remember well the 2007 film Cool Zulana, but it is
more about Buddhist culture. My favorites are "Kajalad" with Depp, "Latika" with Devi,
"Feerie" with Lou, or "Goodbye, Laura" with Molly Moore. And now, recently reviewed by
me - Somiranjana - nothing like that, you can look. I liked the movie "Local Boys" very
much. but I can't say anything about the film "Nai Mama" because it came out later. oh, I
completely forgot that there are "Kasihraj", "Attendants", "Pulipak" and "Samato" as well.
Well, to be honest, I did not understand a lot of things in the last films. I used to like them,
but now something didnâ€™t impress me at all, maybe itâ€™s age-related. These are two
films, not one. There are trailers on the site. How I liked these names, as if for fans of
Indonesian films, I donâ€™t know the names. why do you need the name of the movie?)
buy a disc and watch without unnecessary titles. And to be honest, I donâ€™t like to copy
to disk, Iâ€™d rather buy in the store, whoever likes it) I have seen it on the internet and
really liked it. Regardless, this is one of the best movies I've ever seen. There is also the film
"Soma Latika". Quite modern and "Lake Wild", but still, not about the people in the
Indonesian film. Good afternoon girls! About "Kotebu" and not only I have heard a lot. I
liked the film, there is an instructive moral, but this is typical of Indian films. Don't think
our films are better
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